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When we look at colour we are seeing, or rather experiencing, the world’s innocence. By this I mean without 

the entanglements and overgrowths of meaning. Whether this is true or even possible, it feels true. 

Colour in art for its own sake, especially in a form intentionally isolated from description, has a most mysterious 

effect. It appears to be a property of the world offering itself to perception without a purpose, like an actor 

performing without a script; one might almost say without responsibility. Nevertheless no lack is felt, as colour 

conveys such an effect of self-sufficiency that the experience feels realised and complete. Colour is a property 

of the world we delight in for itself. It is not surprising that the openness of this phenomenon prompts emotion.  

These remarks may seem to apply to all manifestations of colour, but in practice saturated bright hues appear 

to shine with a declamatory or singing aspect as if from a figure poised hand on heart. They feel symbolic, but 

of what is thankfully not clear.  

This is what I wish or feel to be the case rather than what I’m sure I know. What I am certain of is that using 

the word high alongside the word romantic, in today’s context feels defiant.  

Defiance – standing up – then brings into the play the physical impulse of painting. I say to myself ‘paint red, 

just red?’ At this stage I do not, in face cannot, stop to wonder why.  

The subjective associations brought to mind by the word white are well known, and here I ask you to envision 

an image of Parnassus, a territory of innocence where the platonic forms stand rank upon rank. Are these white 

forms more familiar to the mind that those suggested by colour? The sun for yellow, the rose for red and the 

sea for blue feel subtly different to the white of the ideal column, as white is comparatively without prejudice. 

I call as evidence the way these black letters lie upon the white page. The convention is quite unremarkable and 

invisible to personal taste.  

The shining city of Utopia is never green nor is the everlasting Temple purple. My point is that symbolising 

habit of the picturing mind make us slow to link colour with innocence.  

What is remarkable is to see the moon, on the late summer horizon, become huge and harvest-coloured. We 

find ourselves gazing in effect at a symbol, a gathering into a single illuminated form of the complexity of nature 

itself. It is a spectacle for which we have never quite enough time, as if an ancestral instinct to worship is barely 

suppressed. Not least among the reasons the spectacle so compels is because the familiar planet has briefly shed 

its cloud-white purity for the equally enigmatic innocence of colour.  


